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An alluring blend of Brazilian, classic and contemporary jazz layered with strings and voices. "When you

listen to my music, you hear my heart." 15 MP3 Songs LATIN: Brazilian Jazz, JAZZ: Smooth Jazz Show

all album songs: What Touches the Soul Songs Details: "What Touches the Soul" is Vernon's seventh

release with Kangaroo Rain Music, Inc./KRMjazz. His preceding album, "Simple Pleasures," is also

available here on CD Baby. "What Touches the Soul" features a mix of Brazilian, Latin, classic and

contemporary jazz. Vernon comments, "In writing this music, I kept this thought in mind. If two of my most

admired composers, Dave Grusin and Antonio Carlos Jobim, had been able to sit down on a Sunday

afternoon and collaborate on some material, what might it have sounded like  Grusin, who so aptly carries

on the Mancini tradition with his wonderful soundtracks, bright tones and syncopation, and Jobim, with his

soft, emotional chord phrasings, melodic lines and soothing rhythms. I hope you find this album a

pleasant melding of three kindred spirits. Music that touches your soul." Vernon is affiliated with BMI as a

writer and publisher. He is a voting member of NARAS (The Grammys) and has served on the judging

panel for their cd packaging/presentation awards. For 10 years he hosted regular jazz critiques for the

Georgia Music Industry Association. He has scored works for television. His compositions have won

multiple awards, including Billboards International Songwriters competition. Vernon has been a graphic

artist/illustrator for over 35 years and has won numerous awards for his art as well as his music. What

others are saying . . . From reviews and performances: Vernon brings such a nice vibe into the room. 

Independent Music Guide Wouldnt you love to have these guys over for a Sunday afternoon.  GMIA

Showcase I really feel him [in his music].  Shadar Taylor, sax/flute/congas Miles Davis Group The piano

chords remind me of Bill Evans, and the melody lines have that dark, kind of melancholy sound.  Milo

Ippolito, Singer/songwriter From fans: -You are an extraordinary musician. I dont know any other artist
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that can transport me to another space and time with their music like yours does for me. -Thanks for

continuing to make music that soothes the soul. I have been a fan for many years.
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